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1. China town  

Not a forbidden city  

Nor a dragon's deity  

Not for red charity  

Known for shopping popularity  

Controlled by Chinese community  

Most cities have a China town 

Cheap goods you can found 

Tourists are seen all around 

Chinese food there very sound. 

2. Chloroform  

The sweet smelling volatile liquid  

For operation theatre important fluid  

Chloroform is very good solvent  

In laboratory so it is important  

Chemistry student use is experiment  

When young one can feel its excitement  

Sometimes used for kidnapping  

For painless surgery chloroform was king. 

3. Chlorophyll  

 

The green blood that produces food  

On its shoulder living kingdom stood  

Chlorophyll only can do photosynthesis  

It is fact and reality not a hypothesis  

Chlorophyll is the kitchen of living thing  

Without it no animal and birds can sing  

Chlorophyll only made the world green 

For carbon absorption it is always keen  

Trees, plants, grasses are chlorophyll's nest 

For survival of mankind planting tree is best. 

 

 



4. Chemistry   

 

Not concerned with properties alone 

Chemistry has deep rooted clone 

Chemistry is science of combination  

It always encourages unification  

Body chemistry decide attraction  

Elements are the backbone of chemistry  

Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen do maximum charity  

For chemistry catalyst is a good friend  

Catalyst change chemical reaction trend  

Some people say chemistry is half science  

Union of hydrogen and oxygen for mankind divine.  

 

5. Choose   

 

Learn to choose good things in life  

Don't pick up useless bad knife  

Smooth life if you choose compatible wife 

Choose your companions who are positive  

Negative people will make life submissive  

Choose your friend broad minded and kind 

In the hour of need support you will find 

It's easy to choose fruit, potato and tomato  

It is difficult to choose a man as memento  

Your attitude and mind-set is weapon to choose 

If you choose bad people whole life will be loose. 

 

6. Chorus  

 

When we sing together  

We feel all are like brother  

In chorus no one is father  



Orchestra is hands rather  

Chorus enhance team spirit  

Everyone can sing to their limit  

Voice of all become one melody  

Rehearsals done before solidly  

Chorus is part of life in county  

National anthem chorus of unity. 

 

7. Mediaeval burka  

 

The beautiful rose under the burka  

Never can taste the spirit of freedom  

Blurred vision in male's fiefdom  

Even in full bloom can't spread beauty  

Perform only work and sex slaves duty 

Burka is symbol of gender inequality  

For orthodox it is religious tranquillity  

Mediaeval burka is still suppressing female  

It is possible as they are soft and gentle  

Gentlemen even now are chauvinist  

One day burka will be buried by feminist. 

 

8. Triple talaq  

 

Marriage is a contract we all accepted  

Uttering three words how it can be rejected  

Life of woman and children are dejected  

Due process of law must be subjected  

Talaq was there in dark days for polygamy  

In modern days triple talaq must be mummy  

The right which is not given to both the parties  

Can't be accepted for its inherent inequalities  

Constitution is equal for female and male  



Illogical principle only the blind faith can sale 

To achieve millennium goal and gender equality  

The burial of triple talaq must be made reality. 

 

9. Technology will bring change  

 

When Salman Rushdie alone can fight  

The future may be certainly bright  

Taslima Nasreen will show light  

Religion will be in position tight  

Technology is above religion and culture  

Smartphone and net already done puncture  

Facebook and WhatsApp will work for future  

Banning Rushdie will do no hamper  

Fight against orthodox will become sharper. 

 

10. Chowkidar 

 

Chowkidar is symbol of integrity  

He is known for his solidarity  

Chowkidar it self is an institution  

Not good for society its dilution  

For politics why un necessary prosecution  

When Institution is demolished it is bad 

The chowkidar is defamed it is really sad 

Prosecute chowkidar as per law of land 

If guilty court will not allow him to stand. 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Christ 

 

The title given to son of God Jesus 

He was messiah of mediaeval mass  

People listen to his teaching and trust  

'Hate sin not sinner' his words robust  

Propagated peace and love among people  

But the job among hostile people not simple  

Crucified by the people who didn't believe  

With reincarnation he gave world relief  

The Testament is his recorded speaking  

Christianity has changed people's thinking  

Christ sacrificed his life for mankind  

Live and let live his teaching always remind. 

 

12. Christmas  

 

The annual Christian festival  

The date of Jesus Christ arrival  

Santa Claus gave the good news  

The world covered with white dews  

Ding dong bell sounds Jesus is coming  

Festivity mood with Carol starts booming  

The star and cross glow in every church  

Christmas a milestone in humanity march. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13. Chromosome  

 

Carrier of genetic information  

X and Y are its representation  

Chromosome is deoxyribonucleic acid  

It is necessary for all life's basic  

Forty six chromosomes made human being  

The information it carries wonderful thing  

Chromosomal aberration cause disorder  

In reproduction it remains in the genetic folder  

We have no control over our genetic mapping  

With good health we can give next-gen a wrapping. 

 

 

14. Crab and CAB 

 

Crab mentality is more dangerous than CAB 

To pull leg all opportunity Assamese grab  

Leg pulling is Assamese people's hobby  

That is why condition of Assam is shabby  

Criticise others even in doing good thing  

Always try how to road blockade bring  

Like to fish in mud and muddy water  

In oceans no Assamese own a trawler  

Divided we king that is the basic mentality  

In Assam no Assamese can go up is reality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



15. Time heal time kill  

 

Time heal but time also kill 

Use of time is the best deal  

Utilise your time with zeal 

In the world no free meal 

Life is recorded in time reel 

Time in hand smoothly peel 

Don't allow gossip to steal  

During sunny day climb hill 

Any moment you may be ill 

Never accompany rumour mill 

Wastage of time will make life nil. 

 

16. Life is mystery  

 

Life is mystery unfold every moment  

Can't go to past to correct mistakes  

Can't go too far in future know before  

The moment in hand is called present  

Welcome present with smile no resent  

Who know next moment may be accident  

So enjoying the present joyfully is pertinent  

Let mystery unfold as directed by omnipotent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



17. Church  

 

The building of universal prayer  

All human are welcome there 

Such a place of humanity rare 

The holy cross remind supreme sacrifice  

Love the mankind it always describe  

Church symbolises human values  

Peace and brotherhood it deluge  

The atmosphere gives tranquillity to mind 

Anxiety, tension, sadness one can unwind  

The morning bell ring remind a good day 

The teaching of Jesus proudly it say. 

 

18. Cigarette  

 

Neither a symbol of manhood  

Nor cigarette is a good food  

The smoke don't show aristocracy  

Rather it lower spirit of democracy  

You have no right to play with others  

The smoke destroys health of brothers 

Cigarette and tobacco causes cancer  

Once infected life will have no answer  

Avoid the white tobacco filled cylinder 

Many more pages will come in calendar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



19. Let us live like brother  

 

Why this madness for blood  

Why play with innocent life 

For whom these killings  

What stopped us for brotherhood?  

O' thy common people of Pakistan  

Once if you understand Hindustan  

You will over throw the cruel leader  

In your country there is not enough fodder  

No need of a inhuman destructive war 

Nothing will be gained fighting with neighbour  

Give up violence let us live like brother. 

 

20. Give peace a chance 

 

War will lead to destruction  

Peace will bring construction  

War will give economy frustration 

People have to live in starvation  

Millions of people are still homeless  

Malnutrition children are countless  

Inflation will make poor people penniless  

Innocent children will die for nothing  

Peace can only give us better thing 

Don't play the drum of painful battle  

Leaders, through discussion please settle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



21. Cinderella  

 

The beautiful exploited young girl 

The cruel lady abuse every day hurl  

Always neglected and ignored by all 

Bear everything though she was small  

Exploitation of young child not fair  

The godmother fairy came to rescue her 

In the party she met the charming prince  

Finally married her offering weeding ring 

For generations the story ignited young mind 

In Cinderella plight of child labour we all find. 

 

22. Cinema  

 

The motion picture that changed entertainment  

Rich cousin of theatre art is good enjoyment  

Cinema created lot of employment  

To industrialisation it is supplement  

For mass communication most pertinent  

Cinema depicts tragedy and comedy of life 

Through cinema a breed of celebrity strive  

Charlie Chaplin is loved in all pertinent  

Big B Amitabh Bachan has no retirement. 

 

23. Pakistani people  

 

Pakistani people are also good 

But for wrong cause they stood 

Islam taught them to become rude  

The Islamic jihadist spoiled mood 

One day they will starve for food 

Once upon a time civilization flourished  



In Pakistan also Hindu culture cherished  

Indus valley ruins are still there buried. 

 

24. Circle  

 

Round, round and round  

Everywhere circle you found 

Circle is a figure bounded by line  

With friend circle we are fine 

The centre of circle is equidistant  

To think out of circle we are hesitant  

In life family is the inner circle  

For better life family circle never buckle. 

 

25. Circumference  

 

Never restrict vision within circumference  

Look beyond the boundary to new horizon  

Circumference will restrict your new idea  

You will round and round like blind media  

Innovation is circumference crossing  

Outside boundary you will become dashing  

Jump out of the circumference of comfort  

You will climb on top of success fort. 

 

26. Till we sing together  

 

The religion, caste and creed are the barrier  

Narrow mind is the divisive virus carrier  

Technology and education are the uniting force  

Religion is no more a motivating source  

Caste is now only to reap social benefit 

Higher castes don’t get any financial credit  



New generation will come with new thing  

One human race one day everyone will sing. 

 

 

 

27. Worst cruelty  

 

Terrorism is the worst form of cruelty  

It throttles and destroys humanity  

To fight terrorism, show solidarity  

Terrorists are people with doubtful integrity  

One religion has given terrorism popularity 

Isolate religious terrorists from society  

The world is not a place of singularity  

Respect religious and ethnic plurality. 

 

28. Counting  

 

Enjoy the counting of life 

Sometimes forward  

Sometimes reverse 

Everyone is busy counting  

Someone counting years  

Someone months someone days 

Sometimes counting money  

Sometimes counting debt  

But it is never ending race  

Yet life is not count of years you live 

It is measure of good job you did 

Many people died too young 

But their legacy forever strong. 

 

 



29. Conflict 

 

The conflict of good and bad is eternal  

War is peace's uncle maternal  

Sometimes war is necessary evil 

The unruly hostile demon it kill 

In modern warfare country need skill  

Israel defeated mighty Arabs with courage  

To win war country need confidence  

Lord Krishna killed his evil uncle  

Hostile Pakistan Indian should bundle. 

 

30. Pure for sure 

 

Pure for sure 

Only Modi can cure 

India need strong leader 

Modi is now bolder  

Everyone become Modified soldier  

Enemy country will become colder  

Rahul is still a toddler  

India need Modi's shoulder 

Watchman is honest undoubtedly 

Modi again shout loudly. 

 

31. What civilization is not 

 

War is not civilization  

It brings only destruction  

Ashoka is not great for war  

He propagated peace too far 

Bin Laden is not civilization  

Mother Teresa is justification  



Hiroshima bombing not civilization  

It reminds devastating destruction  

Civilization is Japan's new constitution. 

 

32. Citizen  

 

The legal resident of town and country  

By birth citizenship has no boundary  

Son of the soil are always natural citizen 

Though they may be poor artisan  

Only citizen have the voting right  

Citizen with passport road is bright  

Citizen have duties and responsibility  

Which they should discharge with solidarity. 

 

33. City 

 

Behind the tall building 

Live poor homeless sibling  

Fast car fast food part of life 

During night bar and pub strive  

Services provided by invisible poor  

But they live in a room with single door  

Traffic jam and big malls part of city  

The child labour live a life of pity  

The colourful luxurious life always in focus  

The existence of working class as if bogus  

Yet have and have not live in fine balance  

For existence of city all have relevance. 

 

 

 



34. Circus  

 

The travelling company of entertainment  

Acrobat, gymnast, animal perform in tent  

The jocker try to entertain audience hell bent 

Russian circus once ruled the circus world  

Their performances were excellent and bold  

Technology has made circus now redundant  

For TV, internet to visit circus people are reluctant  

Older generations still remember thrill of circus  

Animal rights activists say circus has no purpose. 

 

35. Civil  

 

Civil society has too many evil 

Sometimes havoc created by devil 

Military alone can't rule civil society  

Though civil servants lack integrity  

Civil engineers love corruption  

That is why defective construction  

Civil war can lead to destruction  

Civil hospitals never give satisfaction  

Civil society is now corrupt as a whole  

Civilization has lost the honesty soul . 

 

36. Clap  

 

Clap clap clap always clap 

But never never never slap 

You can't clap with one palm  

Before you slap try to be calm  

Clap is good because it appropriate  

Slap is bad because it depreciate  



Clap is expression of joy and happiness  

Slap is product of anger and mental illness  

We pray to God with clap and folded hand 

Clap is always spontaneous harmony band. 

 

37. Hostile neighbour  

 

When innocent peace keepers die  

The whole nation mourns and cry 

People in large number say bye bye  

The hostile neighbour creates unrest  

Don't understand brotherhood is best 

India's patience, tolerance always they test 

Never allow Indian peace keepers to rest  

Fire now engulfed their country and nest  

Financial pressure from neighbour and west  

Will now suffer for killing innocent in haste. 

 

 

38. Deep corner of heart  

 

In the deep corner of heart  

Humanity remains always alive  

Circumstances make people cruel  

For survival happens deadly duel  

To become cruel anger add fuel  

Those who control anger are jewel  

At birth all souls are innocent rural 

Yet very few can pass the time's trial. 

 

 

 

 



39. Move on  

 

When your sky is covered by dark clouds  

When thunder gives horrible sounds  

Don't stop your steps but move ahead  

The rain will come and sky will be clear  

The sun will rise again and rainbow there  

Don't fear the difficult painful struggling day  

After the dark night sun always bring new ray 

If you move on boldly time will handsomely pay. 

 
40. The show must go on 

 

The show must go on 

The country must move on 

Life may be lost by some son 

The country is now in one tone  

Planned activities no need to stop  

The sinister design of enemy will flop 

Together their aggression we will block 

Pakistan will reach the bottom rock 

It is not the time to weaken government  

Every citizen must support with commitment  

The show must go on as usual in country  

The army is fully capable to protect boundary. 

 

41. Modi is not responsible for all 

 

The propaganda is now manipulated  

Modi is responsible for all ill circulated  

Congress ruled thirty years uninterrupted  

During Congress rule poverty propagated  

Modi is in the helm of affairs for five years 

Yet for Modi entire opposition why fears  



To take bold decisions Modi never dares  

For poor and downtrodden always cares  

Congress is not getting commission share 

That is why to defame all opportunists roar. 

 

42. Citizen please remember  

 

All citizen please remember  

Modi will not be PM forever  

He is trying to reform system  

To uproot age old custom  

Corruption is in the blood of people 

To eradicate it not so simple  

Even act can't stop talaq triple  

Reform will certainly make ripple  

Status quo will make nation cripple  

Modified system will bring dimple. 

 

 

43. Assam always thrills  

 

The greenery, red river and blue hill 

The beauty of Assam always thrill   

But the indigenous are without zeal  

So, the resources out siders steal  

Locals are happy with two-time meal 

When outsiders become rich, they feel  

With agitation Assam's economy they kill  

To cure Assam's woes people, need bitter pill. 

 

 

 

 

 



44. Hooch tragedy  

 

Drinking alcohol is always comedy  

Hooch death made drinking tragedy  

Punish the liquor sellers cruel rowdy  

Even the poorest need some thrill  

Selling spurious liquor traders kill 

Dozens of people instantly die 

The whole community then cry 

But will not say alcohol bye bye 

Politics will be dirty and very high  

After few days everyone will be shy 

People will consume liquor with fish fry. 

 

 

45. Silent life 

 

I don't have any talent  

So my life is very silent  

I don't spread any pollutant  

So no question of client  

Seeing people I become violent  

The world they make turbulent  

They must be stopped blatant  

Saving the planet most important. 

 

 

46.Alcohol  

 

One peg is good  

Two pegs smooth  

Three pegs loose root 

Four pegs unstable foot 

Five pegs loud moot  



Six pegs throw boot 

Little alcohol good for health  

In medicine alcohol is wealth  

Never become slave of whisky  

Life will become hell and risky. 

 

 

47.Class  

 

Divide society in the name of wealth and status  

If you have money you are in high class 

Without money you are in the mass  

Classical music is always classic  

Classroom teaches us life's basic 

Classmates live in classes society  

Classification, classified are necessity. 

 
48.Clean 

 

Free from dirt, marks or pollutant  

To clean one's mind is not job instant 

To clean society is very difficult  

Failure to clean neighbourhood own insult 

Clean environment gives good health  

Clean nation is every citizens wealth 

Cleanliness is next to godliness we say 

A clean home always makes beautiful day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



49.Clear  

 

Make your mind and thinking clear 

Success in life will be very near 

Clear water does not spread disease  

Efficiency always clear mind increase  

Clear your doubts to make life transparent  

In clearing garbage life will be different 

Clear road is needed for smooth movement  

For progress clearing your files important. 

 
 

50.Click  

 

Click click click  

Beautiful chick  

Ready and smile  

Click for future file 

Camera lost click  

Future of mouse bleak  

Selfie clicks welcome  

It is click of the time. 

 

51.Climate  

 

The four seasons make climate 

For survival of animals it is ultimate  

Sunshine, rain, humidity, cold weather  

All makes climate of a place together  

Climate determines vegetation and tree 

In the ever-green forest animal live free 

Climate is the factor for biodiversity  

Don't destroy climate for modernity. 

 
 



 52.Climate change 

The biggest threat to mankind 

We must stop climate unwind 

It is very difficult to rewind 

Solution to change must be find 

Climate change can destroy civilization 

Climate change is not for standardization  

Biodiversity and climate complex combination  

Many species will face extinction  

To stop climate change society need determination.  

 

53.Nobody want war 

Nobody want war  

It pushes back far  

Life becomes coal tar  

Think ways how to bar  

Terrorism is evil  

War is also devil 

People war will kill  

No war in revenge zeal 

It will take long to heal  

Yet for self-defence must fight 

Self-defence is our birth right 

To save own life we must put might  

If we win then future will be bright. 

 

54.One horned Rhino  

 

One horned Rhino is Assam’s pride 

To look at it take an elephant ride  

Kaziranga is Rhino's natural habitat  

It is an ever-green beautiful forest  

Horn is Rhino's weapon of defence  

Killing Rhino is a criminal offence  



Superstition made Rhino horn valuable  

Its existence become very vulnerable  

Poachers are now Rhino's enemy one 

Other than human Rhino has enemy none. 

 

55.Indian politics  

 

Politics in India become dirty  

For it responsible all party 

For power too much bitterness  

Pushes countryman to distress  

Corrupt politicians win election  

People do mistakes in selection  

Decent debate thing of the past 

Quarrel for personal greed and lust  

None of the party people can trust  

For democracy good leadership must. 

 

56.Life's journey  

 

Life is not a fairy-tale journey  

Nor it is a one-day tourney  

Life is indefinite hurdle race  

Difficulty every moment to face  

The road may not be smooth  

The environment may be ruth  

Jump the hurdle and move forward  

In between accept cheers and reward  

Even if you fell down stand up again  

Don't wait though there is heavy rain  

Move on move on till the final destination  

Your journey is your life's real remuneration. 

 

 



57.Surgical strike  

 

Surgical strike is for removing tumour 

It is not for people and politicians’ humour  

Don't spread any unnecessary rumour  

In the nation debates will create clamour  

It will downgrade security forces glamour  

No need to ask for proof from security force 

We know they are our inspiration source 

Surgical strike is not a day to day affair  

It's video footage and details no need to share. 

 
58.Patriotism  

Patriotism is not delicious meal 

Patriotism is a matter to feel  

Patriotism give citizens zeal  

Patriotism is for unity deal 

Patriotism is not for divide and kill  

Patriotism is for integrity heal 

Patriotism is not for peel  

Patriotism also inspires reel 

Patriotism is attitude to chill. 

 

59.Nationalism   

When country is below religion  

Nation saw its many division 

Religion is a destructive force now 

Nobody knows it can be controlled how? 

Religion is part and parcel of society  

But it has failed to infuse integrity  

Islamic nations are fighting within  

War is Arab world's daily routine  

Nationalism must grow above religion  

Third world countries will improve position. 



60.Nation first 

 

Nation first  

Unity must  

India vast  

Attitude cast  

Division rust 

Grow trust 

Throw lust  

History past 

Enemy dust  

Religion last 

Nation first. 

 
 
 

 


